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Invitation to authors to prepare & submit, comprehensive/integrative review
articlesWe are excited to announce this invitation to authors to
prepare and submit review articles to the Journal of Cleaner
Production. The invited comprehensive/integrative reviews
should be developed to provide a comprehensive overview of the
past, recent and envisioned, developments in the diverse areas
we have emphasized within the Journal of Cleaner Production
during the ﬁrst 20 years of publication. (Reviews are not to be
limited to what we have addressed and of course the reviewers are
expected to draw upon the global array of relevant literature in
developing their reviews.)
As an illustration, the invited reviews could address multi-
disciplinary dimensions of Cleaner Production/Industrial Ecology/
Sustainability that may include but not be limited to the following
topical areas to help to facilitate the Transition to Sustainable Post-
Fossil Energy Societal Systems:
a. Advances in Management and Motivation of Industrial Leaders
and their Employees to Contribute to Societal Progress on this
Journey;
b. Advances in Industrial Innovations in New and Improved
Processes, Products and Services that are or Could Contribute to
Societal Progress on this Journey;0959-6526
doi:10.1016/j.jclepro.2012.02.006
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.c. Advances in Local, Regional, National and Global Govern-
mental/Governance Polices and Procedures that are or Could
Contribute to Societal Progress on this Journey;
d. Advances in Eco-System Services Monitoring tools that are or
Could Contribute to Societal Progress on this Journey;
e. Advances inEducational/TrainingConcepts,ToolsandApproaches
that are or Could Contribute to Societal Progress on this Journey;
f. Advances in other Mono- or Multi disciplinary efforts not
Explicitly Highlighted in this Call that are or Could Contribute
to Societal Progress on this Journey;
These papers are expected to have an extensive literature review
followed by an in-depth analysis of the state of the art in the content
area addressed. The review papers should also identify challenges for
future research. Review articles can be a maximum of 12,000 words
andmust includeamethodssection,whichexplainshowthe literature
for the review was selected and analysed. Criteria for acceptability
include contemporary relevance of the ﬁeld under review, thorough-
ness of the literature coverage and clarity and readability of the text.
If you have any queries or questions or you wish to submit an
extended abstract for evaluation, please email the Editor-in-Chief,
Prof. Donald Huisingh (donaldhuisingh@comcast.net).
